Welcome to NokiaEDU Training Center Shanghai

Visiting Address
389# Ningqiao Road, Pudong District, 201206, Shanghai, China

Other Contact Information
1F Building 2, Nokia Shanghai Bell
Email: nokiaedu_china.contact@nokia-sbell.com

Nearest Airports
Shanghai Pudong International Airport
Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport

Public Transportation
Shanghai Metro

Taxi
Shanghai taxis do not accept credit cards.
Taxi phone number:
Qiangsheng Taxi: +862162580000
Dazhong Go: +862196822

Other Contact Information
1F Building 2, Nokia Shanghai Bell
Email: nokiaedu_china.contact@nokia-sbell.com

Nearby Hotels
Regal Jinfeng Hotel
No.318 Jingang Road, Pudong, Shanghai 201206 China
Tel: +86 (21) 51013030

Grand Metropark Jiayou Hotel Shanghai
No.159 Xin Jingqiao Road, Pudong, Shanghai 201206 China
Tel: +86 (21) 51801133

Ramada Plaza Shanghai Pudong
No.18 Xin Jingqiao Road, Pudong, Shanghai 201206 China.
Tel: +86 (21) 50554666
E-mail: res@ramadaplazapd.com
About NokiaEDU

NokiaEDU is the company's premiere learning organization serving customers, partners and employees worldwide. Our expert team of professionals is committed to delivering a top-quality learning experience, tailored to our customers’ specific requirements and preferences. Each of our training locations is equipped with state-of-the-art technology, amenities and helpful staff, ensuring maximum convenience and productivity. NokiaEDU: Making it easy to Learn, Perform and Share.

As one of the three primary training centers for Nokia global customers, the Shanghai training center provides state-of-the-art training facilities and a first-class environment. Open, agile, modern, and learner-centric spatial layout will give our customers and employees a new learning experience.

About Shanghai

Shanghai (Chinese: 上海) is the largest city in China in terms of population and one of the largest urban areas in the world, with over 20 million people in its extended metropolitan area. Located on China's central eastern coast at the mouth of the Yangtze River, the city is administered as a municipality with province-level status.

The city is an emerging tourist destination renowned for its historical landmarks such as the Bund and Xin Tian Di, its modern and ever-expanding Pudong skyline including the Oriental Pearl Tower, and its new reputation as a center of culture and design. Today, Shanghai is the center of China mainland for commerce and finance, and has been described as the "showpiece" of the world's fastest-growing economy.

Find useful information about the town, events and evening programs:
www.meet-in-shanghai.net

Best Regards,

NokiaEDU
nokiaedu_china.contact@nokia-sbell.com